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Natural selection favours the strong and selfish who maximize their own resources at the 
expense of others. But many biological systems, and especially human societies, are 
organized around altruistic, cooperative interactions. How can natural selection 
promote unselfish behaviour? Various mechanisms have been proposed including kin 
selection, group selection and reciprocal altruism. The latter is traditionally formulated 
as direct reciprocity: I help you and you help me. More recently, a rich analysis of 
indirect reciprocity has emerged: I help you and somebody else helps me. Direct 
reciprocity relies on one’s own experience in past encounters, whereas indirect 
reciprocity also uses the experience of others. The evolution of cooperation by indirect 
reciprocity leads to reputation building, morality judgement and complex social 
interactions with ever increasing cognitive demands. 
 
Humans are the champions of reciprocity. Experiments and everyday experience alike show 
that what Adam Smith called ‘our instinct to trade, barter and truck’ relies to a considerable 
part on the widespread tendency to return helpful or harmful acts in kind. We do so even if 
these acts have been directed not to us but to others. This has been analysed under the 
headings of ‘third party altruism’1 or ‘indirect reciprocity’2,  and has led to a considerable 
amount of experimental and theoretical investigations over the last few years.  
 
Direct reciprocity is captured in the principle: ‘You scratch my back, and I’ll scratch yours’. 
But it is harder to make sense of the principle ‘You scratch my back and I’ll scratch someone 
else’s.’3. Why should I do so? Presumably because I will not get scratched if it becomes 
known that I scratch nobody. Indirect reciprocity, in this view, is based on reputation. But 
why should anyone care about what I did to a third? 
 
There are two approaches converging on this issue. One is rooted in social science, the other 
in evolutionary biology. 
 
The main reason why economists and social scientists are interested in indirect reciprocity is 
because one-shot interactions between anonymous partners in a global market become 
increasingly frequent and tend to replace the traditional long-lasting associations and long-
term interactions between relatives, neighbours, or members of the same village. A substantial 
part of our life is spent in the company of strangers4, and many transactions are no longer 
face-to-face. The growth of e-auctions and other forms of e-commerce is based, to a 
considerable degree, on reputation and trust5-10. The possibility to exploit such trust raises 
what economists call moral hazards. How effective is reputation, especially if information is 
only partial?   
 
Evolutionary biologists, on the other hand, are interested in the emergence of human societies, 
which constitutes the last (up to now) of the major transitions in evolution11. In contrast to 
other eusocial species, such as bees, ants or termites, humans display a large amount of 
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cooperation between non-relatives12-14. A considerable part of human cooperation is based on 
moralistic emotions – for instance, anger directed towards cheaters, or the proverbial ‘warm 
inner glow’ felt after performing an altruistic action. Neuro-economic experiments show that 
these emotions have a physiological basis15-17. Intriguingly, humans not only feel strongly 
about interactions which involve them directly, they also judge the actions between third 
parties, as evidenced by the contents of gossip18. Thus indirect reciprocity is likely to be 
connected with the origins of moral norms. Such norms are evidently to a large extent culture-
specific; but the capacity for moral norms appears to be a human universal for which there is 
little evidence in other species19.    
 
Because the recent rapid advance of experimental investigations of indirect reciprocity was to 
a large part theory-driven, we shall discuss the modelling approaches before reviewing the 
experiments. But first we note, in a wider context, that indirect reciprocity seems to require a 
‘theory of mind’20. Whereas altruism directed towards kin works because similar genomes 
exist in different organisms, reciprocal altruism recognises that similar minds reside in 
different brains. It is easy to conceive that an organism experiences as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ 
anything that affects the own reproductive fitness in a positive or negative sense. The step 
from there  to judging, as ‘good’ or ‘bad’, actions between third parties, is not obvious. The 
same terms ‘good’ and ‘bad’ which are applied to pleasure and pain are also used for moral 
judgements: this linguistic quirk reveals an astonishing degree of empathy, and reflects highly 
developed faculties for cognition and abstraction. 
 
 
Direct versus indirect reciprocity 
 
In the terminology based on Hamilton, Trivers, and Wilson12-14, an act is said to be altruistic if 
it is costly to perform, but confers a benefit to another individual. In evolutionary biology, 
costs and benefits are measured in Darwinian fitness, which means reproductive success. In 
other contexts other utility scales such as monetary rewards may be more appropriate. 
Reciprocal altruism in its original, ‘direct’ sense is defined as an exchange of altruistic acts 
between the same two individuals, so that in total, both obtain a net benefit1. In the simplest 
model, the altruistic act consists in conferring a benefit b to the recipient at a cost c to the 
donor. We shall always assume that the cost is smaller than the benefit, so that if the act is 
returned, both individuals experience a gain. This yields the payoff structure of the familiar 
Prisoner’s Dilemma game21. If both players cooperate, each receives b-c, which is better than 
what they would obtain by defecting, namely 0. But a unilateral defector would earn b, which 
is the highest payoff, and the exploited co-operator would pay the cost c without receiving 
any benefit. The payoff-maximising move consists in defecting (Fig 1).  
 
This changes if the game is repeated for several rounds. For simplicity, we shall assume that 
in each round both players decide simultaneously. We could also assume that they alternate, 
which leads to a slightly different game22-24. The so-called folk theorem on repeated games 
states that if the probability for future rounds is sufficiently high, cooperation can be sustained 
by so-called trigger strategies, which switch to relentless defection as soon as the co-player 
defects once25. A rational player would have to weigh the benefit of exploiting the co-player 
in one round against the cost of forfeiting collaboration in all future rounds, and thus would 
abstain from defection.  
 
In the context of indirect reciprocity, any two players are supposed to interact at most once 
with each other. Thus it is not possible that a cheater is taken to account by the victim. Each 
player can experience many rounds, but never with the same partner twice. Clearly, trigger 
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strategies can still ensure a cooperative Nash equilibrium, such that if all players use them, no 
player would have an incentive to deviate. In strategic thinking, only the payoffs matter, not 
by whom they are provided. In this sense, the step from direct to indirect reciprocity 
corresponds simply to the step from personal enforcement to community enforcement26-29. 
But a trigger strategy prescribing each person to cooperate until the first defection is 
personally experienced, and thenceforth to defect, hurts the original wrong-doer only after 
many rounds. A strategy triggered by the first defection in the population leaves cooperation 
at the mercy of the first wrong move. In both cases a lot of innocents would be punished, and 
errors cause havoc. Obviously, retaliation should be directed towards the cheater, rather than 
towards the whole community. This requires more detailed information. Game theory shows 
that even if information is transmitted only locally and errors occur occasionally, cooperation 
can be sustained: there exist strategies such that no rational player has an interest to deviate 
unilaterally27. 
 
In evolutionary game theory, it is not assumed that players are rational, but only that 
successful strategies spread -- by being inherited, for instance, or copied through imitation or 
learning30. For direct reciprocity, game theoretical analysis and individual-based simulations 
have shown that a population of defectors can be invaded by a small cluster of retaliators31 or 
even by a single retaliator32. Typically, one considers a well-mixed population where 
individuals meet randomly and play a series of Prisoner’s Dilemma games with each other. 
What counts is the total payoff. Retaliators compensate the loss of being exploited by a 
defector in the first round with long sequences of altruistic exchange with other retaliators. 
Once cooperation is established, a complex evolution takes place, which depends on the size 
of the population, the cost-to-benefit ratio, the average number of rounds and the probability 
of errors31,33,34.  
 
A similar model of indirect reciprocity assumes that within a well-mixed population, 
individuals meet randomly, one in the role of the potential donor, the other as potential 
recipient (Fig 2). Each individual experiences several rounds of this interaction in both roles, 
but never with the same partner twice. Again, all that counts is the total payoff. A player can 
follow either an unconditional strategy, such as always cooperate or always defect, or else a 
conditional strategy, which discriminates among the potential recipients according to past 
interactions. In a simple example, a discriminating player can help the co-player if that co-
player’s score exceeds a certain threshold. A player’s score is 0 at birth, increases whenever 
that player helps and decreases whenever the player withholds help. Individual-based 
simulations show that if the cost-to-benefit ratio is sufficiently low, and the amount of 
information about the co-player’s past sufficiently high, cooperation based on discrimination 
can emerge. In the resulting population, help is channelled towards those who help35-37.  
 
Two features of this model were immediately apparent35,38,39. One is the paradoxical nature of 
the discriminating strategy. In terms of rational game theory, why should players care about 
the scores of others rather than just about their own payoff, and why should they decrease 
their own score (and thus their likelihood of receiving help on later occasions) by withholding 
help from low-scorers?  The second issue concerns the lack of stability of the cooperative 
outcome. The simulations display occasional bursts of defection, which are based on a 
previous build-up of undiscriminating altruists. In a population of discriminators, 
unconditional cooperators can increase by random drift and eventually invite the invasion of 
defectors.  
 
The two issues are closely related. Intuitively speaking, the intentions of players who selfishly 
care about their own income only, and who give help, accordingly, just to keep their own 
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score high, are vastly different from the intentions of altruists who have only the interests of 
their co-players in mind and help them on every occasion. But the effect is the same in both 
cases: support will be given regardless of the co-players’ contributions. 
 
 
Binary assessment, or the world in black and white 
 
In order to analyse these questions, an even simpler model was proposed, based on a binary 
score, taking only the values ‘good’ or ‘bad’, depending on what the co-player did when last 
observed39-41. This can be viewed as a basic system of moral assessment. In its simplest form 
(first order), the assessment depends only on the action of the observed player, which means 
on whether that player gave help or not. A discriminating donor using this assessment rule 
refuses help to a ‘bad’ recipient, and therefore becomes ‘bad’, which reduces the chance of 
being helped in turn. Effectively, discriminating players pay a cost for punishing bad co-
players. Such a form of altruistic punishment is good for the community, but costly for the 
punisher, and thus can be viewed as a social dilemma42. The fact that costly punishment plays 
an undisputed role in other contexts, such as public goods games, ultimatum games and trust 
games43-46, shows that this form of discrimination is highly plausible.   
 
A more sophisticated assessment rule should distinguish between justified and unjustified 
defection, and thus take into account the score of the receiver: someone withholding help 
from a ‘bad’ player should not pay with a reduced score35,38,39,47. There are many assessment 
rules of second order, which also depend on the score of the receiver, and of third order, 
which depend additionally on the score of the donor. Only eight of them lead to cooperation 
and, at the same time, are evolutionarily stable: a homogeneous population of players using 
such a strategy cannot be invaded by players using other strategies41. All eight of these 
strategies distinguish justified from unjustified defections. This property must hold for any 
strategy which maintains cooperation, eliminates cheaters and can overcome errors48. The 
problem with the concept of justified defection, however, is that it requires information, not 
only about the past of the co-player, but also the past of the co-player’s co-players, and their 
co-players etc35,39.  
 
Again the stability of cooperation is threatened by unconditional altruists who merely wish to 
keep their own good score. In a population consisting entirely of discriminators, 
undiscriminating co-operators fare just as well and thus spread by neutral drift. If their 
frequency exceeds a certain threshold, defectors can invade and take over. The situation is 
altered in a significant way if players occasionally fail to cooperate although their strategy 
prescribes it39,49-52. This can be due to errors in implementation or lack of resources. It is 
plausible that when recipients need help, donors are also short of means52. In this scenario, a 
population consisting only of conditional and unconditional altruists is not subject to random 
drift, but selection leads to a well defined, stable mix of the two types. This mixture can be 
vulnerable to the invasion of defectors39,40. 
 
There are several ways out of this impasse. Various assumptions on the distribution of the 
number of rounds lead to a bi-stable system, where depending on the initial state, the 
population converges either to the fixation of defectors, or to a stable mix of altruists which 
cannot be invaded by defectors52,53. In this case, the very fact that individuals are not perfect 
and sometimes defect involuntarily promotes the stability of cooperation49.  
Punishing a player with a bad score creates another player with a bad score; but this ‘passing 
the buck along’ can stop in two ways, by encountering either a discriminator who is 
uninformed, or an undiscriminating altruist. Therefore, both the lack of information and the 
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prevalence of unconditional altruists may, surprisingly, stabilise cooperation. A stable mix of 
discriminating and undiscriminating altruists which cannot be invaded by defectors, is also 
obtained by assuming that as players grow older, their social network grows, and with it their 
information about their co-players’ past54,55. Alternatively, if the discriminating strategy 
distinguishes between justified and unjustified defection, the population can converge to 
discriminators only, which cannot be invaded by unconditional strategies39.   
 
Can discrimination based on the concept of ‘justified defection’ be destabilised by errors in 
perception? Not if players have the same reputation in the eyes of all members of their 
population. If such a consensual assessment can be achieved, the corresponding strategy is 
robust38,39,41. But if players have different views about the reputation of others, then errors in 
perception can undermine cooperation56. Such private lists of the scores of co-players are very 
plausible if individual interactions are only observed by a fraction of the population35. Gossip 
might be a way of achieving consensus, but can also be used for spreading false rumours and 
manipulating co-players. The co-evolution of human language and cooperation by indirect 
reciprocity is a fascinating and yet unexplored topic. 
 
Another debated issue concerns the underlying population structure38. Analytical models are 
often based on the idealisation of a very large, well mixed population. Individual-based 
simulations typically assume population sizes of 50 to 100 individuals, based on estimates for 
the group size of hunter-gatherers. In such small populations, random drift can strongly affect 
evolution. Populations consisting of many separate groups with a modicum of exchange 
between them have also been modelled38,53. Such a population structure, however, facilitates 
the evolution of altruism via group selection56. It could be that co-operators fare less well than 
defectors within each group, but that groups of co-operators fare better than groups of 
defectors57. In extreme cases, this leads to cooperation even in the absence of indirect 
reciprocity. While it is most interesting to study the interaction between group selection and 
indirect reciprocity, it is equally important not to confuse the two effects.  
 
 
Costly experiments 
 
The basic experimental setup for testing indirect reciprocity studies a group of players 
equipped with an initial monetary endowment. Each player is repeatedly given the 
opportunity of donating money to a specific co-player, thus increasing the account of this 
person by an amount b. Players know that if they choose to do so, an amount c will be 
deducted from their own account – the cost for providing the gift. In order to eliminate 
confounding effects, players usually do not interact face-to-face, but they are given some 
information about the past actions of their potential recipients. They know that their recipients 
will never be their donors on future occasions, and thus that there is no scope for direct 
reciprocity. The interactions both with the co-players and with the experimenters are kept as 
anonymous as possible, usually under double-blind conditions. Many parameters can be 
varied within this basic setup, for instance the cost-to-benefit ratio, the size of the starting 
account, the number of interactions, the size of the group, the degree of information about the 
co-players’ behaviour, the length of the game or the social background of the players. 
 
From the first experiments onwards, it was clear that a substantial part of the players 
frequently decide to donate. The propensity for indirect reciprocation is apparently 
widespread. As expected, donations occur more frequently if the cost-to-benefit ratio is lower, 
or the starting account higher. Reputation has a considerable influence on the decisions. In 
particular, the image score of potential recipients correlates well with their expectation to 
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actually receive money58. Players who donate less often display a higher degree of 
discrimination. Players who are more open-handed care less about the recipient’s score. 
Conversely, if players know that their own score is passed on, they are much more likely to 
donate than otherwise59,60.  
 
The hypothesis that more information leads to more cooperation has been confirmed in 
experiments which compare three information conditions61. In one condition, players have no 
information about their co-players; in the second condition, they are told about what their co-
players have decided when last in the role of a donor; and in the third condition, additionally, 
they know about the score of the recipient of the co-player. We note that this is not always 
enough to decide whether a previous defection was justified or not. But the additional 
knowledge did enhance cooperation61.  
 
In this series of experiments, there is a significant positive correlation between the number of 
gifts given and received, but a slightly negative correlation between the number of gifts given 
and the total payoff obtained. In another experiment62, however, those who give often end up 
with the highest payoff, so that there is a strategic advantage to generosity. The discrepancy 
could be due to the larger number of rounds - the advantage showed up only after a dozen of 
rounds - or to the fact that players were informed not only about the recipients’ last move but 
their whole history of giving.  
 
Evidence for strategic reputation building is found in many experiments. Donations are more 
frequent in earlier rounds, when the own reputation has a higher impact on the future income. 
But several experiments show that even players who know that their score will not be 
communicated show generous behaviour61,63. Such donors cannot be motivated by selfish 
interests. For many players, however, the propensity to donate more than doubles, if they 
know that their action will be communicated, and thus affect their own score. The influence of 
the recipient’s score decreases accordingly. Often there is evidence for a dual motivation – 
players give donations if the recipient’s score is high or their own score is low35.  
 
Experiments investigating whether a player’s justified defections lowers his or her chance to 
receive subsequent donations indicate that cognitive problems challenge the donor64. Players 
faced with a full history of all previous rounds  take in general a longer time to reach their 
decision, suggesting that they attempt to take into account, not only their recipient’s last 
move, but also that of their recipient’s recipient. Nonetheless, the statistics of such games with 
full information look surprisingly similar to those obtained when players know only the score 
of the recipient. Moreover, players who justifiably refuse to donate to a defector display in the 
following round an increased tendency to provide donations, as if to make up for that refusal. 
This indicates that they expect their refusal to lower their score in the co-players’ eyes, and 
that they do not rely on  the community’s understanding.  
 
Many experiments have shown that players who have just received a donation are more likely 
to give a donation in turn. There is evidence for ‘upstream’ indirect reciprocity in cyclical 
networks: as expected, short loops and a high benefit-to-cost ratio favour cooperation65. A 
variant of the Trust Game has two donor-responder pairs, but such that the transfers are criss-
cross: the responder of one donor can only return money to the other donor (and does not 
know the amount transferred by that donor). The return rates turn out to be no lower than if 
they were addressed to the own donor66,67. In experimental situations which are not based on 
rigid networks, the decisions of donors also tend to mirror their own recent experience58,63. 
People are nicer to others if third parties were nicer to them. More generally, it seems that 
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decisions often depend on both the donor’s payoff and the recipient’s score, but such 
strategies have not been analysed so far. 
 
 
Public goods 
 
Indirect reciprocity is situated somewhere between direct reciprocity and public goods. On 
one hand, it is a game between two players only, the donor and the recipient, but on the other 
hand it has to be played within a larger group.  
 
Richard Alexander claimed that indirect reciprocity originates from direct reciprocity in the 
presence of interested audiences2. A good strategy for the latter is Observer Tit For Tat35,68. 
Players using this strategy for the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma are following Tit For Tat, 
except that in the first round, they defect if they know that their co-player, in a previous 
repeated game against another player, has defected. Observer Tit For Tat relies on reputation 
in the first round and on personal experience in all further rounds against the same co-player. 
Conversely, experiments show that if several rounds of a Prisoner’s Dilemma are appended to 
an indirect reciprocity game, the display of the previous score increases a player’s probability 
to cooperate with generous players in the first few rounds. After a couple of rounds the 
personal experience obtained with the given co-player becomes more decisive62.  
 
The widespread tendency to judge actions between third parties, and the readiness for 
cooperation combined with altruistic punishment (also known as strong reciprocity69) has 
been neatly captured in an experiment involving three players70,71. First, players A and B 
engage in one round of a Prisoner’s Dilemma game. Then, player C has the possibility to mete 
out costly punishment on A and B. Defectors are often punished although this reduces the 
endowment of the punisher. It would be interesting to see whether observers of a repeated 
Prisoner’s Dilemma game are using a similar level of punishment, or whether they reduce it 
because wronged players have the opportunity of avenging themselves.  
 
Indirect reciprocity and public goods games are also closely connected. For example, donors 
are more generous if they learn that the recipient has recently made a donation to a charitable 
institution72. An even more remarkable effect was found in an experiment alternating rounds 
of the public goods game with rounds of the indirect reciprocity game73. It is known that 
many players show an initial willingness to contribute to the public goods a substantial 
amount of their endowment, but this willingness often vanishes within a few rounds. This is 
not the case if indirect reciprocity games are sandwiched between the rounds of the public 
goods game. If players are informed about their recipient’s action in the public goods game, 
they tend to be more generous towards recipients who contributed much. Conversely, players 
are more willing to contribute to the public goods if they know that this will be communicated 
before the start of the indirect reciprocity game. The contributions to the public good do not 
deteriorate from one round to the next. The donations in the indirect reciprocity game, which 
are channelled towards those who contributed much to the public goods, can be viewed as 
rewards.  
 
Whereas most experiments, in indirect reciprocity, were motivated by models, this last 
experiment led to a model74,75. A discriminating strategy, which defects in all rounds of the 
indirect reciprocity game if the recipient is known to have defected in the public goods game, 
can guarantee stable cooperation. Since this discriminating strategy distinguishes between 
justified and unjustified defection, it is effectively a non-costly form of punishing free riders 
in the public goods game.   
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Cerebral expansion 
 
Indirect reciprocity based on reputation serves as a link between diverse forms of cooperative 
interaction. The moralistic assessment of the other members in the population, even if they are 
only observed at a distance, provides a powerful tool for channelling support toward those 
who collaborate, and thus an incentive to join group efforts. 
 
In human evolution, there was a tendency from the simple cooperation promoted by kin or 
group selection to the strategic subtleties of direct and indirect reciprocity. Direct reciprocity 
requires precise recognition of individual people, a memory of the various interactions one 
had with them in the past, and enough brain to conduct multiple repeated games 
simultaneously. Indirect reciprocity, in addition, has to monitor interactions among other 
people, possibly judge the intentions that occur in such interactions, and keep up with the ever 
changing social network of the group. The reputation of players may not only be determined 
by their own actions, but also by their associations with others.   
 
Finally, indirect reciprocity has coevolved with human language. On one hand, it is helpful to 
have names for other people and to receive information about how a person is perceived by 
others, on the other hand a complex language is needed especially if there are intricate social 
interactions. The possibilities for games of manipulation, cooperation and defection are 
limitless. It is very likely that games of indirect reciprocity provided the selective scenario 
that led to cerebral expansion in human evolution.  
 
Acknowledgments: The Program for Evolutionary Dynamics at Harvard University is 
sponsored by Jeffrey Epstein.  
 
 
 
Box 1: The good, the bad and the discriminating 
 
Similarities and differences between direct and indirect reciprocity become apparent when 
studying the replicator dynamics of three strategies: always cooperate, always defect and the 
simplest discriminating strategy. In the case of direct reciprocity, this is Tit For Tat , which 
helps in the first round and then does whatever the opponent did in the previous round. In the 
case of indirect reciprocity, this is the strategy, which prescribes to help, except if the 
recipient is known to have refused to help in the previous round. In each case, there are many 
other discriminating strategies, which are likely to take over eventually. This analysis is just a 
first step. 
 
In the absence of discriminators, defectors win against cooperators. In the absence of 
cooperators, defectors and discriminators form a bi-stable system: depending on the initial 
condition, either one or the other strategy wins. In the absence of defectors, discriminators and 
cooperators are in equilibrium. Random fluctuations, however, make their frequencies drift up 
and down. The equilibria can be invaded by defectors if the frequency of discriminators is 
below a certain threshold. With all three strategies present, the dynamics lead either to 
defectors only or to a mixture of the two kinds of altruists. 
 
If errors occur, or if an intended donation cannot be implemented through lack of resources, 
discriminating and undiscriminating altruists reach, in the absence of defectors, a stable co-
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existence with a well-defined frequency of discriminators. If all three types are present in the 
population, the system displays two types of behaviour. If the frequency is too low, defectors 
win. If the discriminators are sufficiently frequent, all three strategies coexist. However, in the 
case of direct reciprocity, the frequencies oscillate periodically, whereas in the case of indirect 
reciprocity, they converge to an equilibrium. In each case, a long series of random 
fluctuations may eventually destroy the coexistence of the three strategies. In the deterministic 
model, only the emergence of other conditional strategies can save cooperation in the long 
run76. For stochastic population dynamics, the time average of the evolutionary oscillations 
can be centred on discriminators.  
 
[Figure Box 1] 
 
Box 2: Let a thousand morals bloom 
 
In a world of binary moral judgements, there are four ways of assessing donors in terms of 
‘first order assessment’: always consider them as good, always consider them as bad, consider 
them as good if they refuse to give, or consider them as good if they give. Only this last 
option makes sense. Second order assessment also depends on the score of the receiver; for 
example, it can be deemed good to refuse help to a bad person. There are 16 second order 
rules. Third order assessment also depends on the score of the donor; a good person refusing 
to help a bad person may remain good, for example, but a bad person refusing to help a bad 
person remains bad. There are 256 third order assessment rules. We display three of them. 
With SCORING, cooperation, C, always leads to a good reputation, G, while defection, D, 
always leads to a bad reputation, B. STANDING is like SCORING, but it is not bad if a good 
donor defects against a bad recipient. With JUDGING, in addition, it is bad to cooperate with 
a bad recipient.  
 
[Figure Box 2a] 
 
For another assessment rule, SHUNNING, all donors who meet a bad recipient become bad, 
regardless of what action they choose. SHUNNING strikes us as grossly unfair. Yet it 
emerges as the winner in a computer tournament, if errors in perception are included and if 
there are only a few rounds in the game56. 
 
An action rule for indirect reciprocity prescribes to give or to not to give, depending on the 
scores of both donor and recipient. For example, you may decide to help if the recipient’s 
score is good or your own score is bad. Such an action might rise your own score and 
therefore increase the chance of receiving help in the future. There are 16 action rules.  
 
If we view a strategy as the combination of an action rule and an assessment rule, we obtain 
4096 strategies. In a remarkable calculation, Ohtsuki & Iwasa41,48 analysed all 4096 strategies 
and proved that only 8 of them are evolutionarily stable under certain conditions, the so called 
‘leading eight’. 
 
[Figure Box 2b] 
 
The three *s in the assessment module indicate a free choice between G and B. Hence, there 
are 23 =8 different assessment rules. The action module is built as follows: if the column in 
the assessment module is G and B then the corresponding action is C, otherwise the action is 
D.  
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Both STANDING and JUDGING belong to the leading eight, but neither SCORING nor 
SHUNNING. We expect, however, that SCORING plays a similar role in indirect reciprocity 
as Tit-for-tat in direct reciprocity. Both strategies are not evolutionary stable, but their ability 
to catalyze cooperation in adverse scenarios and their simplicity constitute their strength. In 
extended versions of indirect reciprocity, where donors can sometimes deceive others about 
the reputation of the recipient, SCORING is the ‘fool-proof’ concept of ‘I believe what I see’. 
SCORING judges the action and ignores the stories. 
 
Box 3: Bidding for trust 
 
Trust, ‘a lubricant of social life’77, plays an essential part in many types of economic 
transactions. In the Trust Game, donors who trust their responder will expect to gain from 
transferring money. In contrast, donors in the Indirect Reciprocity game know that they can 
expect no direct return, even if their recipient is trustworthy. All they can gain from the 
transfer is an increased reputation for altruism and trustworthiness. 
 
Game theory shows that cooperation can be sustained in the indirect reciprocity game if each 
player carries a label27. The strategy prescribes that players who deviate from it have to be 
punished (by not being helped) for a number T of rounds. A player’s label specifies for how 
many rounds that player has to be punished. If a donor and a receiver meet, the action 
prescribed by the strategy depends only on their labels, and their labels will be updated 
depending on the donor’s action. No player has an incentive to deviate if all other players 
adopt this strategy, and the effect of an error will be overcome after T rounds. But settling on 
this strategy, for instance, on the specific number T, seems to require an institution able to 
guarantee honest labelling. 
 
Subscribers to e-Bay auctions are asked to state, after every transaction, whether they were 
satisfied with their partner or not. Their partners’ score can accordingly increase or decrease 
by one point. The ratings of e-Bay members, accumulated over twelve months, are public 
knowledge. This very crude form of assessment seems to suffice for the purpose of 
reputation-building, and seems to be reasonably proof against manipulation. Social history 
knows many other instances of public score-keeping: ‘Societies have sewn scarlet letters to 
people’s garments, shaved heads, cut off fingers and given medals to signal to strangers some 
aspect of an individual’s past deeds or misdeeds.’29 Reputation mechanisms have also played 
an important role in the emergence of medieval trade78. 
 
Box 4: Games of direct reciprocity 
 
Trust Game: two players, one in the role of the donor, the other in the role of the responder. 
The donor can transfer some money to the responder. Upon arrival, the amount is multiplied 
by three. The responder, then, has the possibility of sending some of it back to the donor. A 
responder with an income-maximising strategy should send nothing back. Any donor 
expecting this should therefore transfer nothing. In real experiments, many donors transfer 
substantial amounts, and some obtain large returns, so that both players win. 
 
Public Goods: each of N players can independently decide to transfer some money to a 
common pool, where it is multiplied by some factor r (smaller than N)  and then divided 
equally among all players irrespective of whether they have contributed or not.  Since each 
player receives, in return for the own contribution, only the fraction r/N, the income-
maximising strategy is to contribute nothing. In real experiments, however, many players 
contribute. If all do, they multiply their endowment by the factor r. 
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The Public Goods game for N=2 players has the structure of a Prisoner’s Dilemma. Two 
players who cooperate earn more than two players who defect; but a defector cheating on a 
cooperator earns the highest payoff, and the exploited cooperator earns the lowest. If two 
players, in a trust game, are simultaneously in the role of the donor, and then simultaneously 
in the role of the responder, they play two rounds of a Prisoner’s Dilemma.  
 
Experimental economists, and experimental psychologists, have intensively studied these 
games, and diverse variations79,80. 
 
Box 5:  Upstream and downstream 
 
An entirely different approach to indirect reciprocity is based, not on the reputation of the 
recipient, but on the experience of the donor. An individual who has been at the receiving end 
of a donation may feel motivated to donate in turn. This has been called ‘upstream’ 
reciprocity, in contrast to the ‘downstream’ reciprocity that we have considered here2. In both 
cases, the decision to give help can be interpreted as a misdirected act of gratitude. In one 
case, recipients are thanked for what another did. In the other case, they are thanked by 
someone who did not profit by what they did. Upstream reciprocity seems more liable to 
exploitation, since the support is not directed towards those who gave support. If players are 
arranged in closed loops, for instance: A gives B, who gives C, who gives D, who gives A 
again, cooperation can be stable, provided the loops are very short and the number of rounds 
sufficiently high81,82. If the players meet randomly, however, or the social network is fluid, 
then upstream reciprocity is too diffuse to prevent defectors from taking over2,55.  
 
[Figure Box 5]. 
 
Box 6: Social viscosity 
 
Altruism toward genetic relatives can evolve by kin selection provided Hamilton’s rule14 
holds: the coefficient of relatedness, r, between the donor and the recipient has to exceed the 
cost to benefit ratio of the altruistic act, 
 

r>c/b. 
 

As Haldane has said, ‘I will jump into the river to save two brothers or eight cousins.’  The 
probability that brothers share a ‘selfish gene’ is ½; the same probability for cousins is 1/8. 
Kin selection works in ‘viscous’ populations where chances are high that neighbours are 
genetic relatives.  
 
For indirect reciprocity a similar rule holds35: the probability, q, to know the social score of 
another person must exceed the cost to benefit ratio 
 

q>c/b. 
 

The role of genetic relatedness that is crucial for kin selection is replaced by social 
acquaintanceship. In a fluid population, where most interactions are anonymous and people 
have no possibility of monitoring the social score of others, indirect reciprocity has no chance.  
In a socially viscous population, where people know each others reputation, cooperation by 
indirect reciprocity can thrive. 
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Figure legends 
 
 
Figure 1: Direct reciprocity means that A helps B and later B helps A. Indirect reciprocity 
means that A helps B and later C helps A. Helping represents a cost, c, for the donor and a 
benefit, b, for the recipient. Direct reciprocity is captured in the framework of the repeated 
Prisoner’s Dilemma. Indirect reciprocity, in contrast, is built on reputation. Helping another 
individual is costly but buys the reputation of being helpful. Computer simulations and 
mathematical investigations of indirect reciprocity show that natural selection can favour 
strategies that help others based on their reputation.  
 
 
Figure 2: In a natural extension of the basic model of indirect reciprocity, an action between a 
donor, A, and a recipient, B, is observed by a subset of the population35. The observers, the 
donor and the recipient can inform others about what has happened. There are many 
possibilities of error: the action or the intention of the donor can interpreted differently by 
different people, some individuals may receive conflicting information from different sources, 
some individuals may not receive any information at all.  Therefore, the reputation of a person 
is not simply a label that is visible to all others, but instead each person has a private list of the 
reputation of others. While language might help to compare and synchronize these lists41, 
ultimately reputation is in the eyes of the beholder. 
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